BEERS & CIDERS
Mont Blanc
A much-awarded brewery, situated in the heart of Savoie, producing a full range of beers,
brewed using water from the glaciers of Mont Blanc.
Beers of character, authenticity and incredibly high quality, where all of the flavours are in
equilibrium. There is a purity and freshness to the beers, reflective of their majestic home.
Thankfully revived in 1999, Brasserie du Mont Blanc feeds from its 180-year brewing history.
Gallia
Founded in 1890, in Paris’ 14th arrondissement, Gallia was developed slowly to a point of
producing 150,000 hectolitres/year, in the early 1930s.
Forced to close in the 70s, it was revived 40 years later by two college graduates with a shared
vision to restore it to former glories and to correct the fact that, at that point, Paris was the
only capital city in the world not brewing a beer.
Gallia beers are recognised for their purity and balance whilst maintaining a strong distinctive
flavour profile, for each particular style.
Brasserie de Vezelay
In its relative infancy, Brasserie de Vezelay is the story of one man’s career change as he
approached his 50’s…
A passion and decisiveness to brew organic beers was the starting point, but already the
brewery boasts a full range of GLUTEN-FREE beers.
Influenced by the beer styles of Belgium and Scotland (to name just two) Brasserie de Vezelay
beers exhibit all that is great about beer - character, balance, finesse and a real light, delicate
hand in the brewing, with the added bonus of being gluten-free!
Domaine Dupont
The Dupont Family estate consists of 60 acres of orchards in Normandy, in the heart of the
Pays d’Auge region.
There are a number of specialities of the estate, including a cider aged in old Calvados barrels,
a blend using traditional sparkling wine-making methods and bottlings with vintage date,
allowing for clear comparison from one year to another.

